
Fall 2018
A KNITSCENE DESIGN IS MODERN, SMART, A 
LITTLE UNUSUAL, AND A BRIDGE FROM EASY  

TO INTERMEDIATE KNITTING.

A BOLD CABLE  — Use cables in big and bold ways. 
Take an unusual cable and amplify it to be the star of the 
show, or incorporate an allover funky cable pattern. 
MOOD BOARD
AUTUMN FADE — Use a gradient yarn or a set of 
gradient colors of a yarn to create a full fade from one color 
to another. We’re thinking long, slow fades in order to fully 
enjoy those colors. MOOD BOARD
CLEVER HEMS — Play with hems on the bottoms of gar-
ments and/or sleeve ends. Asymmetry, funk, and peculiarity 
are all encouraged here. MOOD BOARD
RUST TO RUST — A color-inspired story truly suited for 
fall. Use rust colorways for cozy accessories and garments, 
and incorporate turquoise in interesting ways if you feel so 
inspired. MOOD BOARD

(Releases July 2018)

Knitscene Fall 2018 is all about capturing the 
essence of the sound of crunchy autumn leaves, the 
taste of hot apple cider, and the smell of cinnamon 
and allspice. We want to do this with bold cables, 
rich autumn colors, gradient yarns, and interesting 
hem execution. See below for each story prompt 
and links to their mood boards, as well as a prompt 
for fresh article ideas from strong writers. Please 
submit all of the required materials that are listed 
on our Contributor Guidelines page.

STORIES:
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ARTICLES:
We’re interested in learning about knitters who are using 
their craft in a greater context; think craftivism beyond 
charity knitting. Tell us about someone who is truly mak-
ing a larger difference through their knitting. In general, 
knitscene is interested in article topics relating knitting to 
the world at large; how does our knitting fit into the larger 
picture? If we are interested in your idea, we will ask for a 
writing sample by the proposed author before contracting.

DEADLINES: 
Submissions due 10–02–2017

Projects & Patterns due 12–19–2017

QUESTIONS & ARTICLE SUBS:
Contact Hannah Baker

hannah.baker@fwmedia.com
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